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A spinning satellite is a satellite which has the motion of one
axis held (relatively) fixed by spinning the satellite around that
axis, using the gyroscopic effect. The attitude of a satellite or
any rigid body is its orientation in space.
 The entire satellite including its antenna(s) spins.
 This means that the satellite’s attitude is very stable because
the satellite as a whole is acting as a gyroscope. Spinning can be achieved using rods with coils of wire
around them.
 Current passing through the rods, creating magnetic fields
around the wires.
 When this rod’s magnetic field interacts with Earth’s mag-
netic field, the rod begins to spin.
 An advantage of spin stabilized is it requires very little
power.
 A disadvantage is that the solar panels cannot all collect
power all the time because they will spin, so they don’t face
the sun once every rotation.
 Also, the instruments can only take measurements in one
direction once every rotation.
Liu et al. [11] studied temperature distribution using
improved thermal network model. The conventional thermal
network model for satellite surface temperature distribution
is directly solved by a new solution method on the basis of
2346 J.C. Prajapati et al.the Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) method. The solar
direct incidence area, the solar radiation transfer coefficient,
the infrared radiation transfer coefficient, and the network
conduction and radiation coefficients are calculated by Monte
Carlo statistical analysis rather than the Gebhart approach.
The advantage of the MCRT method is that the surface
material characteristics are taken into account in solving the
process. The effect of absorptivity and emissivity for tempera-
ture distributions is analyzed in detail. Numerical simulation is
carried out for the temperature distribution of the satellite
surface with different solar incidences of round angle and
zenith angle. In the unsteady stage, the cooling velocity of
the main body surface is always smaller than that of the
solar array surface and the maximum temperature of the
main body is larger than the solar arrays. Under the same
absorptivity–emissivity ratio, the solar incidence angle has a
great effect on the uniform character of temperature
distribution.
The temperature distribution in satellite is also studied by
Venkataraman and Egalon [27], and Liu et al. [14].
The fractional Calculus is mathematics which deals with
generalization of ordinary integrals and derivatives of integer
orders to arbitrary ones. The role of this kind of calculus is
to solve problems of complex systems that appear in various
fields of sciences [25,9,17]. Recently, Prajapati and Kachhia
[22] studied fractional model of temperature distribution and
heat flux in the semi infinite solid. Kachhia and Prajapati [8]
obtained solution of fractional partial differential equation
aries in study of heat transfer through diathermanous materi-
als. In the fractional modeling the fractional derivatives appear
naturally in dealing with generalization of the existing classical
models [1]. Machado and Galhano [15] used fractional calculus
to study inductive phenomena based on the skin effect. Many
applications of fractional calculus can be found in other
diverse fields, etc. [2,7,5].
In the design of artificial satellites, it is important to deter-
mine the temperature distribution on the spacecraft’s surface.
An interesting special case is the temperature fluctuation in
the skin due to the spinning of the vehicle. Lee et al. [10] stud-
ied analysis the unsteady-state temperature distribution of
micro-satellite under stabilization effects. Liu et al. in [13] gave
improved solution to thermal network problem in heat-
transfer analysis of spacecraft, temperature distribution of
satellite surfaces affected by solar absorptivity in [14] and
numerical simulation on antenna temperature field of complex
structure satellite in solar simulator in Liu et al. [12]. Yang
et al. [28] studied thermal analysis for folded solar array of
spacecraft in orbit.
If the craft is thin-walled so that there is no radial depen-
dence, Hrycak [6] showed that he could approximate the
nondimensional temperature field at the equator of the rotat-
ing satellite by
d2T
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a is the thermal diffusivity of the shell, f is the rate of spin, r is
the radius of spacecraft, S is the net direct solar heating, b is
the ratio of the emissivity of the interior shell to the emissivity
of the exterior surface,  is the overall emissivity of the exterior
surface, c is the satellite’s skin conductance and r is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant. The independent variable g is the longi-
tude along the equator with the effect of rotation subtracted
out ð2pg ¼ / 2pftÞ. The reference temperature T1 equals
the temperature that the spacecraft would have if it spun with
infinite angular speed sp that the solar heating would be uni-
form around the craft. We nondimensionalized the tempera-
ture with respect to T1. We begin by introducing the new
variables
y ¼ T 3
4
 pb
16þ 4pb ; m0 ¼
2p2r2f
aq0
; A0 ¼  pq
2
4þ pb
and q20 ¼ c so that Eq. (1.1) becomes [4]
d2y
dg2
þ 2q0m0
dy
dg
 q20y ¼ A0FðgÞ ð1:4Þ
The following well-known facts are considered for studying
the temperature distribution within a spinning satellite.
The Laplace Transform is defined [26] as
LffðtÞg ¼
Z 1
0
estfðtÞdt ðReðsÞ > 0Þ ð1:5Þ
The Caputo fractional derivative of order a is defined [17]
as
Dat fðtÞ ¼
1
Cðn aÞ
Z t
0
fðnÞðsÞ
ðt sÞna1 ds ðn 1 < a < nÞ ð1:6Þ
The Laplace Transform of the Caputo fractional derivative
is defined as [17]Z 1
0
estDat fðtÞdt ¼ safðsÞ 
Xn1
j¼0
saj1f jð0Þ ðn 1 < a < nÞ
ð1:7Þ
The convolution product of two functions fðtÞ and gðtÞ is
defined [3] as
fðtÞ  gðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
fðt xÞgðxÞdx ¼
Z t
0
fðxÞgðt xÞdx ð1:8Þ
Theorem 1.1. Let fðtÞ and gðtÞ be two functions defined for
tP 0 and fðsÞ and gðsÞ be the Laplace transforms of fðtÞ and
gðtÞ respectively. Then
L1ffðsÞgðsÞg ¼ fðtÞ  gðtÞ ð1:9Þ
The Wright generalized hypergeometric function is defined
in Mathai et al. [16] as
pWqðzÞ ¼ pWq z
ðap;ApÞ
ðbq;BqÞ

 
¼
X1
k¼0
Ppj¼1Cðaj þ nAjÞ
Pqj¼1Cðbj þ nBjÞ
zn
n!
; ð1:10Þ
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i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; q;Pqj¼1Bj Ppj¼1Aj > 1.
The various properties of generalized Wright function were
studied by Prajapati et al. [24], Rao et al. [23], Prajapati and
Gehlot [18,19], Prajapati et al. [20,21].
2. Formulation of Caputo fractional model
Let us consider a new model in the form of Caputo fractional
differential equation
day
dga
þ 2q0m0
dy
dg
 q20y ¼ A0FðgÞ ð2:1Þ
where
1 < a < 2 ð2:2Þ
On substituting a ¼ 2 then Eq. (2.1) reduces to ordinary sec-
ond order differential Eq. (1.4).
3. Solution of problem
Applying Laplace transform to Eq. (2.1),
L
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 q20LfyðgÞg ¼ A0LfFðgÞg
Using Laplace transform of FðgÞ (see Appendix A.1) and (1.7),
above equation reduces to
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using Eq. (3.1) and calculation given in Appendix A.2, we
obtain
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Calculations of Appendices A.2, A.3, Theorem (1.1) and
Eq. (1.8), lead to
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We have,
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Finally, we arrived at
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Figure 1 l ¼ 0:5;C0 ¼ 1;C1 ¼ 1.
Figure 2 l ¼ 0:75;C0 ¼ 1;C1 ¼ 1.
Figure 3 l ¼ 0:5;C0 ¼ 1;C1 ¼ 1.
Figure 4 l ¼ 0:75;C0 ¼ 1;C1 ¼ 1.
2348 J.C. Prajapati et al.4. Graphical representation
Figs. 1 and 2: Taking a ¼ 1:25 and a ¼ 1:5 with m0 ¼ 0 (i.e.
satellite is not spinning).
Figs. 3 and 4: Taking a ¼ 1:25 and a ¼ 1:5 with
m0 ¼ 0:375 rpm (i.e. satellite spinning with some rate).
Above graphs show the variation of the non dimensional
temperature as a function of g for the spinning rate m0 and
other parameters depend on characteristics of satellite with
aluminum skin and fully covered with glass-protected solar
cells. In above graphs, the fluctuations of temperature have a
change in longitude along the equator when satellite is spin-
ning or not spinning. Above graphs also represent that more
fluctuations occur in temperature when satellite spins with
some constant rate.
5. Conclusion
On substituting a ¼ 2 then Eq. (2.1) reduces to ordinary sec-
ond order differential Eq. (1.4) having solution of [4]
yðgÞ ¼  A0
pq20
 4p
2 þ q20
 
A0 cosð2pgÞ
2 4p2 þ q20ð Þ2 þ 16p2q20m20
h i
þ 2pq0m0A0 sinð2pgÞ
4p2 þ q20ð Þ2 þ 16p2q20m20
þ 2A0
p
X1
n¼1
ð1Þnð16n2p2 þ q20Þ cosð2npgÞ
ð4n2  1Þ 64n2p2q20m20 þ 16n2p2 þ q20ð Þ2
h i
 16q0m0A0
X1
n¼1
ð1Þnn sinð2npgÞ
ð4n2  1Þ 64n2p2q20m20 þ 16n2p2 þ q20ð Þ2
h i
ð5:1Þ
An analytical solution of fractional differential Eq. (2.1) for
temperature distribution within a spinning satellite was
obtained in terms of Wright generalized hypergeometric func-
tion by using fractional calculus approach. This solution pro-
vides temperature field (the dashed line) of a non-rotating
satellite where we neglect the effects of conduction and only
Fractional calculus approach to study temperature distribution 2349radiation occurs. This is certainly more generalized solution
for temperature distribution within a spinning satellite.
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Appendix A. A.1. Laplace transform of FðgÞ
We will evaluate Laplace transform of a function FðgÞ defined
as (1.3)
LfFðgÞg ¼
Z 1
0
egsFðgÞdg
¼
Z 1
4
0
egs cosð2pgÞdgþ
Z 1
3
4
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s4 þ 2pe3s4 þ ses
s2 þ 4p2A.2. Series form
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